Product info sheet:
®

glimtrex colour-system
Product description
Our unique glimtrex® colour-system claims to supply over 180 standard colours in three plain steps.
Just mix your favourite colours from our base oil and nine base colours (maximum 3 base colours
possible)
The glimtrex® colour-system is, depending on your choice, easily combined with either glimtrex®
COLOUR Top, UNIO Oil or with our SIGNUM 2K-water-based lacquer top coating and the assorted
care product.
Just pick the surface coating of your choice for your colour.

Characteristics










more than 180 colours possible
solvent-free
cobalt-free
easy to use: no scales, measuring jug, etc. necessary
every colour-tone reproducible
Suitable for wood, cork, OSB flooring, laminated woods, kitchen worktops and stairs
tested according to DIN 68861-1B: resistant to wine, coffee, cola, tea, beer, etc.
Compliant with DIN EN 71-3: Toy Safety.
Surface coating for any purpose (1 + 2K-system)

Application
step 1:
Choose your variant and have the base oil of the glimtrex® colour-system ready. To mix the colour of
your choice you will only require three base colours at most. The mixing recipe will tell you which
base colours you require.

Step 2:
Add the base colours selected for the variant of your choice to the base oil of the glimtrex® coloursystem. Make sure you evenly squeeze the colour tubes.

Step 3:
Thoroughly stir the base oil of the glimtrex® colour-system and the base colours added in order to
ensure an even blend of the colour pigments. Within seconds, the colour variant of your choice will be
ready for application. Then pick your surface coating once drying is completed.
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Surface treatment
Please make sure that you purchased enough material for the area to be covered. You have to sand
the whole floor even before you start (max. 120grid) We recommend our multi whole pad grid 120 for
the last sanding. Make sure that the floor is sanded all-over, otherwise differences in the colour can
occur.
Roughly rub in the coloured Hardwax-Oil with a purple glimtrex® pad.
The take the white glimtrex® pad and take the excess completely away.
By the special structure the pad is very absorbent and takes any excess from the surface
Use the purple pad to rub in on the edges, leaving no leftovers. In case of larger surfaces or high
temperatures we recommend working by sections as colours may vary in appearance if initial drying
has started.
After drying over night you can protect the colour with our COLOUR Top, UNIO Oil, or SIGNUM 2Kwater-based lacquer.

Yield
1 litre will usually cover up to 30 m2 depending on the condition of the surface.

Technical information
Available in 0,8 litre cans (base oil) and 50 ml tubes (base colour)
Oil-saturated cotton cloths pose a risk of spontaneous combustion due to heat build-up; therefore it is
advised to spread them out and allow them to air dry before disposal.
The shelf life is 12 months in the closed original tin. Make sure to stir the tin thoroughly before using.
A skin may from on the surface of the product, please remove before stirring.
Please look at the current safety data sheets. You will find them at www.glimtrex.de/downloads .
This information is purely advisory and is based on the best knowledge available through careful
research. This information cannot be held as legally binding.
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